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Welcome
to PNEK

PNEK (Production Network for Electronic Art, Norway)
consists of production sites and display arenas pioneering
the use of technology for artistic purposes, with researchers, artists and technology developers working in
interdisciplinary teams. The organizations behind the
network have expertise in the field of technology and
engage professionals in disciplines such as electronics,
biology, biochemistry, acoustics, video mapping, online
arts and coding. In this network, art and science meet in
a supercollision that creates entirely new expressions.

In a culture increasingly shaped by technology, the emerging artist as an
enlightened critic must be empowered with more than end user capabilities. This requires hard science seen through an artistic lens. Without the
skills to develop technology, our culture will tend toward a uniformity
with premises set by multinational tech giants. No one predicted that
search engines and distributors of digital media would own the means of
production, but that is our reality. Artists have a particularly important
role in providing a corrective to this development, and through this to
maintain an alternative perspective for all of us.
PNEK is Atelier Nord, Notam – Norwegian center for technology, arts
and music, BEK – Bergen Center for Electronic Art, TEKS – Trondheim
Electronic Arts Center, Lydgalleriet, i/o/lab, Piksel, Dans for voksne,
Vandaler Forening, Noemata and Art Republic.

Gyrid Nordal Kaldestad
Director of PNEK
gyrid@pnek.org
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ABOUT
PNEK

Performance by Nora Fiona Eriksen and Fredrik Falk
at Winter Solstice Exhibition, 2016. Photo: Zane Cerpina

PNEK is a network structure aiming to provide optimal
working conditions for artists working with electronic
and interdisciplinary art. PNEK supports artists and
organizations with project development, workshops and
distribution of works. International collaborations with
artistic intentions are encouraged. PNEK also organizes
seminars, social and artistic events aiming to raise the
general awareness about hybrid forms of art.

Barents (Mare Incognitum) by HC Gilje. During Screen City Biennial.
Photo: Zane Cerpina.
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PNEK

Travel support
PNEK can provide limited travel support for artistic/curatorial structural
exchanges and for developing international relations (artists, curators,
critics etc.). Projects linked to PNEK nodes are prioritized.

Projects
PNEK aims to support projects exploring new artistic territories through
residencies and exchanges. One of our annual collaborations is Summer
Sessions – talent development network, hosted by V2_ Rotterdam and
other international partners. www.summersessions.net/

PNEK member nodes
Art Republic, Stavanger, p.12

Notam, Oslo, p.38

Atelier Nord, Oslo, p.16

Piksel, Bergen, p.42

BEK, Bergen, p.20

TEKS, Trondheim, p.46

Dans for Voksne, Oslo, p.24

Vandaler forening, Oslo, p.50

i/o/lab, Stavanger, p.26

Friendly local structures
outside PNEK, p.54

Lydgalleriet, Bergen, p.30
Noemata, Gol, p.34

International collaborators
and friendly structures, p.56

Guest apartment (Oslo)
We have a basic double bed guest apartment at Grünerløkka, Oslo(shared
with UKS). The flat, owned by the municipality of Oslo, can be used for
free in connection with short-term residencies for artists/curators
working on projects/research that are relevant for the network. The
apartment is busy most of the year, so please make your inquiries in good
time before your arrival.

Structure
PNEK is organized as an independent cultural foundation, reg # 991 238 719.
It is funded by the Arts Council Norway.

E-mail: pnek@pnek.org
www.pnek.org
www.facebook.com/pnek.org
PNEK, PO Box 2181 Grünerløkka, 0505 Oslo, Norway
Guest Apartment: Olaf Ryes Plass 2
Gyrid Nordal Kaldestad (director) – phone: (+47) 911 48 586
Zane Cerpina (creative manager) – phone: (+47) 416 67 188
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Sountrack for Webcams, Magnus Bugge, 2017
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VIDEOKUNSTARKIVET
The Video Art Archive
is a pilot project that was initiated by Arts Council Norway in 2011,
and developed under PNEK during the last five years. The pilot project is
currently in the process of being established as a national archive linked to
the National Library. The archive is growing week by week, and currently
contains information about 500 artists and more than 2200 video works.
Curators and researchers can apply for free online access. Norway-based
artists may deposit digital master files securely in the archive for free.
Key issues that have been addressed during the pilot period:
• Making an archive structure that is «alive» and adapted to
contemporary media/art practices.
• Systematic mapping and collection of ALL video/film/media artworks
that has been produced in Norway since the 1960s.
• Digitization of older physical video formats to uncompressed digital
file formats.

Videostill from «Terra Pax»,
Ann-Elise Pettersen and Einar Hyndøy, U-matic, 1987

• Development of «Archive Tool», a custom-made database software
built on open source standards (MIT licence).
• Storage of old videotapes and playback equipment.
• Interviews, articles, seminars, exhibitions, collaborations and
presentations in Norway and internationally.

Videokunstarkivet, PO Box 2181 Grünerløkka, 0505 Oslo, Norway
E-mail: info@videokunstarkivet.org
www.videokunstarkivet.org
Per Platou (project manager)
pepe@pobox.com
Mob: (+47) 9306 9406
Resource group: Ida Lykken Ghosh, Marit Paasche, Ivar Smedstad, Anne Marthe Dyvi
Tech partners:
Norgesfilm AS (Kristiansand) and Toxus (Amsterdam)

Ida Lykken Ghosh and Per Platou: «Jutegnask (junk relics)»,
Bergen Kunsthall, autumn 2016. Photo: Thor Brødreskift
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Funded by Arts Council Norway.
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ART
REPUBLIC

is a platform dedicated to art and new technology in
public and online space. The platform explores the
expanded cinematic experience, and how digital art can
reshape spaces in the relation between image, sound
and architecture, and urban development. The platform
curates and commissions moving image, interactive
(immersive) site-specific art installations. It also offers
residencies, public talks and an online journal.
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It Must Have Been Dark by Then (2017), Duncan Speakman. Photo by the artist.

ART REPUBLIC
Projects

One of Art Republic’s main projects, is the Screen City Biennial, which
takes place in Stavanger, Norway. The biennial explores the relation
between the moving image, sound and architecture in artistic formats
that seek to expand the borders of cinematic experience. Artworks
include video, live cinema, audio-visual, light art, virtual and augmented
reality, which challenge contemporary spatial experience while integrating with the urban context. The last edition took place in October 2017,
and during 2018 a selection of artworks and screenings will tour abroad,
as well as the online platforms related to the biennial – such as the SCB
Journal and the exhibition platform screencitybiennial.org

Network and Collaboration
Growing as a framework for furthering artistic practice and discourse with
the expanded moving image in public space, Art Republic works towards
strengthening its national and international network of art labs and
organisations, distribution platforms for art, and educational institutions
and initiatives. We welcome new collaborations concerning future
exhibitions and biennial program, exchange of artworks, special programs
and curatorial exchange. Feel free to contact us for ideas and interest.

This online journal is a discursive platform for knowledge, questions and
curiosities. It discusses and excavates new emergences in expanded art in
public space – significantly art forms that expand the moving image (in the
broadest sense) in interferences with urban environments and current
urgencies. In addition to theoretical articles the journal presents artistic
research inquiries, artist interviews, curatorial reflections and research
papers journal.screencitybiennial.org

Artistic Research & Residencies (woman in immersive AR-VR)

Incoming (2017), Enrique Ramirez. Photo by: Oddbjørn Erland Aarstad

In consideration of the under representation of female artists working in
art & technology, the biennial works towards establishing a residency
program that will facilitate a space for artistic research and production
mainly for female artists.
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Online Exhibition Platform

Stavanger – Berlin

The online exhibition reflects the Screen City Biennial’s aim to be accessible
beyond the geographic locality of Stavanger and further exhibition practices
with the expanded moving image in online, mobile and hybrid presentation
formats. This format will be developed and presented further during 2018.

www.artrepublic.no
Director and Curator: Daniela Arriado
Head of Research & Curator: Tanya Toft Ag
E-mail: post@artrepublic.no / contact@screencitybiennial.org
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ATELIER
NORD

James Wellburn performing with John Hegre during
Marieke Verbiesen’s exhibition Loud Matter. Photo: Carsten Aniksdal

is a project and exhibition base for unstable art forms,
such as electronic and media art. Our aim is to create
better conditions for these art forms and to maintain
a critical reflection in relation to them. Atelier Nord
acts as co-producer for larger scale project proposals.
Collaborations can encompass the production of
artworks, exhibitions, workshops, publications,
seminars, conferences or other types of events.
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Installation view, Paul DeMarinis’ Weave Wave Woven.
Photo: Zane Cerpina /PNEK

ATELIER NORD
Projects 2018
Sound Art
With this project, we wish to address a wide spectrum of sound related
topics. Site-specific and architectural approaches that take into account
the acoustics of the space, practical work with sound sculptures and social
approaches to sound. We want to recognize sound as an expansive field
that allows for experimentation and a wide range of practices.

Starting in 2018, we are able to offer a well-equipped production space
available by application. We are open for collaborations with national and
international artists, institutions and galleries.

Audio Visual
The project has as its aspiration to bridge the gap between sound and
image, facilitating a fertile fusion into visual music. Atelier Nord will
arrange several workshops, presentations and live performances that
engage in different artistic and technical approaches to audiovisual
composition.

Art and Ecology
Climate change, brought about by human activity, is rapidly reshaping the
environment. Atelier Nord wishes to focus on changes in the High North in
particular, as an area where many cultural practices and identities overlap
and interact with nature. In this context, technologically driven artistic
practices can document changes, but also illustrate and engage with less
tangible phenomena.

Atelier Nord ANX, interior

is Atelier Nords production and exhibition space for media art located at
Grünerløkka in Oslo. We show continuously changing exhibitions, video
art screenings and conduct workshops, seminars and public presentations.
Solo exhibitions in 2018 include projects by HC Gilje, Helene Sommer and
Asbjørn Blokkum Flø amongst others.
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Atelier Nord ANX, Olaf Ryes Plass 2, Oslo
www.ateliernord.no/anx/

www.ateliernord.no
Director and Artistic director: Ivar Smedstad (ivar@ateliernord.no)
E-mail: office@ateliernord.no
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BEK

From Macro to Micro and Back, the Physics and Metaphysics of Distance.
Invited artists learning to fly. LAB at BEK for The Future DiverCities collaboration, 2017.
Image of Kirsti van Hoegee and Vilde Salhus Røed operating a drone.

EXPERIMENT, CREATE, TRANSMIT!
BEK – Bergen Centre for Electronic Arts is an interdisciplinary centre for the development of art and new
technology. We aim to extend the field of electronic
art through collaboration, reflection and the sharing
of knowledge.
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Espen Sommer Eide and Signe Lidén: Vertical Studies: Acoustic Shadows and
Boundary Reflections. The inside of an old cannon well was repurposed into a field
laboratory to investigate sound at various altitudes. Produced for Borealis Festival, 2017.

BEK
Program 2018
BEK emphasizes international and national collaboration and exchange.

We actively support the local art scene by initiating, producing and presenting art projects, and assist in finding partners for exhibitions, concerts and
art events. BEK welcomes initiatives within the fields of art and technology
that are experimental, creative and shareable.
We offer our expertise through supervision, project management and
training. Our studios and project rooms are used for audio and video
recording and editing, physical computing for the arts and the development of spatial art practices.
At BEK you will encounter a supportive community of artists, encouraging
you to develop your work. The organizations and venues we collaborate
with are devoted to share experimental art and music to a broad audience.

Artwork development
Through Future DiverCities (a 4 year EU-financed development project),
BEK will create opportunities and support artist careers and the creation
of new artwork. Future DiverCities focuses on creativity in an urban
context, involves 8 European partners, and acts as an incubator for
cultural innovation and new practices.

Residency and Production Facilities
BEK will invite to and facilitate several residencies for international artists
and collaborators. In addition, BEK will co-produce artworks with festivals,
theatres, concert halls and galleries.

Critical Reflection
Artists will give monthly project presentations at BEK, and our staff
will hold presentations at venues and institutions working with art and
technology. At BEK, we strive to delve into artistic practices, content
and contexts.

Workshops and meetups
Our first upcoming workshop, MOD/ALL, looks at how technology has
made the impossible seem possible. What exactly is the impossible?
Where is the artistic goal hidden, in all the possibilities offered by
technology? MOD/ALL invites artists of all disciplines that make use of
technology live in their art projects to join.
www.bek.no
E-mail: bek@bek.no
Phone: (+47) 55 23 30 80
Can hacking the innards of a file give you insight into how the
underlying data works and how to unlock the aesthetic of a digital file?
Rosa Menkman workshop in «datamoshing» at Bergen Public Library, 2017.
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DANS FOR
VOKSNE

In the past fourteen years we’ve put on more than
400 workshops, projects or concerts with experimental
music. at the moment our trail seems to take a turn
towards performance, contemporary dance and
transdiciplinary projects yet to be defined. also, we’ll
certainly run into downs syndrome, activism and diy
electronics on our way through 2018.
dansforvoksne@gmail.com
www.dansforvoksne.no
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I/O/LAB

Based in Stavanger, i/o/lab has since 2001 promoted
artistic projects that explore the interplay between
new technology, science, bioart and social context.
i/o/lab contributes as a resource through presentations,
productions and as a partner in the field, both nationally
and internationally.

Nordic DYIbio Network meeting in Vilnius
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I/O/LAB

«We need to speculate about what consequences development may bring,
both technological development and art pushes boundaries and redefines
a new understanding to how we think and feel. Moving towards a holistic
approach embracing ecology, ethics and creativity we might be better
equipped to describe and shape the new world.» (H. Tapio)

Projects 2018
Nordic DIYbio Network

16–17 February Network symposium in Stavanger
March / April Network symposium in Kolding

Art, Science & Cocktails: Dangerous Edition

Dokkhuset May 5, 2018 @19.00–23:00
Curator and moderator: Hege Tapio / Co-curator: Zane Cerpina
«Art Science & Cocktails» are social event series initialed by i/o/lab and
curator Hege Tapio. The concept seeks to create a mingling opportunity
for researchers, artists, students and other interested. During these
events scientific and artistic inspirations are presented as short talks
while exquisite cocktails is on the menu. Art Science & Cocktails:
Dangerous Edition is the closing event of the Dangerous Futures Conference and wrap-up of the two month long Meta.Morf Biennale 2018.

The Nordic DYIbio network implements a program 2017-2018 between
the countries Norway, Sweden, Finland and Denmark with a total of four
network meetings. The program connects researchers, technologists,
designers, artists who come together to exchange their knowledge and
experience. The program is including, open and will be implemented with
seminars open to interested audience. The Network collaboration will
stimulate to strengthen an exciting field that grows in the Nordic region –
where art explores science and research.

Enlight/On The Edge

May–September we will present the artist Yannis Kranidiotis with an
exhibition at Tungenes Lighthouse, Stavanger. As partner in the EU project
ENLIGHT European Light Expression Network we have facilitated residencies for artists to develop new artworks. The artist Kranidiotis has been
partaking one of these residencies, and we are now showing a range of his
work during a collaboration with a local partner for the exhibition On The
Edge. ENLIGHT – European Light Expression Network is a project funded
by Creative Europe

Art Science & Cocktails – Dangerous Edition

Public Art Screens

1 January–31 December on all dedicated venues for Public Art Screens.
The program for 2018 will present a curated program of video artists
presenting a new work every week.

www.iolab.no
i/o/lab - Center for future arts
Postboks 308, Sentrum, 4004 Stavanger, Norway
Managing director/ Artist/ Curator: Hege Tapio
Phone: (+47) 976 01 087
e-mail: hege@iolab.no
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LYDGALLERIET
is an exhibition platform for sound art situated in Bergen,
Norway. We explore today’s plethora of experimental
sound based art practices and auditive cultures through
gallery shows, concerts, workshops and interventions in
public space.

Tine Surel Lange, Works for listening, Lydgalleriet @UOY. Photo: Jiska Huizing
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LYDGALLERIET

Lydgalleriet was initiated by a group of musicians, sound artists and art
historians in 2005 and founded formally in 2007. Lydgalleriet is managed
byits artistic director and board, and funded by Arts Council Norway and
Bergen city council. In 2012 Lydgalleriet, together with EKKO festivalen
opened the venue Østre: house for sound art and experimental music,
wherethe majority of Lydgalleriet’s exhibitions and projects take place.
Lydgalleriet collaborates with local, national and international institutions
such as Borealisfestivalen, BEK and other PNEK-nodes.

Program 2018
19.01–11.02 Magnus Bugge: Soundtrack for Webcams
08.03–01.04 Sue Tompkins: Sue Tompkins (exhibition)
St St Steadicam high (perfomance)
Country Grammar (film by Luke Fowler) , in collaboration with Borealis
21.04 Erin Sexton: NOÖSPHERE Conference
11.05–03.06 Cevdet Erek: Cevdet Erek, co-curated by Rune Søchting

Tine Surel Lange, live performance. Photo: Dagmara Wojtanowicz

04.06–17.06 Algorithms that matter, BEK workshop and exhibition
08.06–08.07 Asbjørn Blokkum Flø: Vardøger (@Visningsrommet USF)
17.08–09.09 Ignas Krunglevičius: Ignas Krunglevičius
28.09–21.10 Cara Tolmie: Cancamon
14.11–26.11 Line Horneland: Lyden i mellomrommet
Lydgalleriet also runs Blue Rinse, a concert series delves into the performative
side of the sonic arts, co-curated by Craig Wells and Tijs Ham.
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post@lydgalleriet.no
www.lydgalleriet.no
Østre Skostredet 3
5017 Bergen
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NOEMATA

Noemata is a problem site for digital, netbased,
dematerialized, subliming and simulated practices,
and their place in or outside the art discourse.
Problems: production and existence; technology and
precarity; the desert of the real; hybrid, vestigial, cryptoforms, coding between the inverted physical and virtual;
drunken trolling. We’re located in Gol, Valencia, and on
the other side of the screen.
Apache Server Fancy Index Icons Beauty Shop (ASFIX BS) @ Internet Yami-Ichi, Brussels.
Photo: Ana Buigues.
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NOEMATA
Projects 2018
• The irregular x-ennial Leap Second Festival, lasting 1 second, each time
the earth is out-of-synch with our clocks with more than 0.6 second.
The festival is proven not to exist and only simulated by most timeplatforms. June/December following IERS announcements.
• The Inaugural One-Off Moving Image Festival (00:00:00). Open call for
1 second and 1 minute movies to be screened in hybrid physical/virtual
public spaces. In parallel collaboration with 60Seconds Festival (DK).
February.

while you are watching it. One can freeze the evolution of the system
by observing it frequently enough. the observer is the observed.
Alf Prøysen’s Julevisa sung by AlphaZero.
Do contact us if you’re interested in any of these projects and ideas
or similar. We’re always looking for approaches contrary to our own.
We abide in the ever-widening gap between reality and experience,
in the unborn so to say.

• The third Near-Field-Communication Digital Art Biennale (#nfcdab).
An international and distributed biennale using wireless technology, light
waves and electromagnetic fields, eg. NFC-tabs, wi-fi routers, and QRcodes, and experimental expositions combining smart devices and physical
location. In collaboration with Browserbased (NL) and Dominik Podsiadly
(PL). Spring.
• Aphantasia. An exhibition based on theorization and open call for
blockchain as a medium for art. Blockchain as a handle for an art object, a
being@time, which is in a state of ’aphantasia’ – of impossible imagination
and metaphor – a thought without content, blind, an intuition without
concept Calling for an art and a mind at the end of its tether.
• Peripatetic Browser. An itinerant project developing an exhibitionform
based on psychogeography, urban exploration, land art, netbased art, a.o.
in relation to precarious and emergent social situations. The project is
based on a pilot study experimentally mapping signs, information and
street art from phone booths in Athens into a virtual-physical exhibition.
Collaborating with Browserbased.
• Also: Publish books from our production, where the internet audience
(crowd-AI) has generated the content using our applications. Boredom
and serials (post-conceptual art); Mass Festival, the weight of the internet
seems to be 50 grams considered as electrons in motion. the unbearable
lightness of internet; A gallery controlled by an AI; Das Internet zerstört
Dein Leben, the quantum zeno effect stating that a system can’t change
36

60+Leap Second Screening, København. Photo: Ada Ortega Camara
http://noemata.net
mail@noemata.net
https://www.facebook.com/noemata.net/
https://twitter.com/noemata_
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NOTAM

is the Norwegian center for technology, arts and music.
We are situated in Oslo. Notam offers sound studios,
a project space, an electronics workshop and a highly
competent staff within programming, research, sound,
physics and arts. Notam tailors solutions for artists
and academia.

Top: Hilde Marie Holsen playing at RAM galleri. With VR glasses: Magdaléna
Manderlová at course in Spat. Concert image: Cristian Vogel in concert.
With «Armbånd»: Christiana Rose with her musical interface.
All photos: Astrid Midtbø
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NOTAM

Natasha Barrett in Studio Sirius. Photo: Astrid Midtbø

Asbjørn Blokkum Flø and Hans Wilmers
measuring sound characteristics

Notam’s

focus for 2018 and the years to come is electronic arts as such and in
particular immersive sound and artificial intelligence.
We offer residencies and participate in national and international programmes
and networks, please contact us if you have enquiries.

www.notam02.no
E-mail: admin@notam02.no
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Per Hess and Hans Wilmers making connections between coloured light and sound.
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PIKSEL

is a distributed network of artists and developers, and an
annual festival for electronic art and free technologies,
organised in Bergen, Norway.
The festival involves 50–60 participants from more than
a dozen countries each year; exchanging ideas, exhibiting
and presenting art and software projects, hosting workshops, offering performances and discussions on the
aesthetics and politics of free and open source software,
DIY/open hardware and art.

��

Piksel Festival Exhibition – Work by Colectivo Electrobiota.
Picture by Martin E. Koch

PIKSEL
Fields of activities

Familiarity with the topics of free software and open hardware, gathered
with the network accumulated through the festival activity, have opened
for Piksel getting involved in a range of exciting collaborative projects
throughout the year. Internationally, Piksel is collaborating with selected
media labs on shared artist-in-residency projects.

Piksel Pulse

Piksel Pulse is an umbrella term covering the activities Piksel is involved in
throughout the year, such as taking part in workshops and collaborations
with international media research labs.
Crossdisciplinary and international cooperation with partner organizations
holds great importance for Piksel, as the mutual exchange of experience
and research secures further development and improvement.

Projects 2018
• Piksel Kidz, workshops for kids and young people learning creative
use of new media.
• Piksel Studio 207 will be further developed in Bergen as a place for
research and experimentation focusing on DIY bioart, open source
electronics and hackable technologies. The lab will host workshops,
exhibitions, residencies and presentations outside of the Piksel Festival.
• TransPiksel 2018. Third edition of TransPiksel touring festival in
South America.
• The 16th annual Piksel festival is scheduled for November 2018.
Open call for projects will be announced in mid April.

Piksel KidZ 2017 – at Piksel Studio 207.

LGRU (Libre Graphics Research Unit) www.lgru.net
OpenSound www.opensound.eu
Hackteria www.hackteria.org
Piksel values international cooperation and any interested organizations
boasting a similar profile should contact the festival director.

Network and international partners

Asimtria (Perú, Ecuador) www.asimtria.org
MAMM, Medellín (Colombia) www.elmamm.org
RIXC, Riga www.rixc.org
Apo33, Nantes www.apo33.org
Pixelache Network www.network.pixelache.ac/
Ohanda (Open Source Hardware and Design Alliance) www.ohanda.org
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www.piksel.no
Strandgaten 207, 5004 Bergen
Festival director and curator: Gisle Frøysland (gif@piksel.no)
E-mail: info@piksel.no
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TEKS/
Meta.Morf
TEKS - Trondheim Electronic Arts Centre
TEKS is a non-profit organisation
founded in Trondheim in 2002.
TEKS is a competence and resource
centre for techno based art projects.
TEKS is the organiser of Meta.Morf,
the Trondheim biennale for art and technology.
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«Predictive Art Bot» by Disnovation.org
Photo: Zane Cerpina

TEKS/Meta.Morf

Meta.Morf 2018 – A Beautiful Accident
5th Trondheim international biennale for art & technology
March 8–May 6, 2018 http://metamorf.no
New technologies and scientific insights increasingly contribute to placing
questions concerning man’s origin and destiny on the immediate agenda.
It can be argued that we, as the planet’s probably most innovative species,
are now agents for an evolutionary process which in its consequence lead
towards the possible creation of new forms of intelligent entities and a
new universal consciousness.
The assembly of our new shared memory bank, the digital cloud, and the
accelerating development of artificial intelligence and life that we witness,
are processes that combined have the potential of laying ground for the
creation of Worlds. Man’s journey through the ages contains one constant,
innovation, and on our path towards the future we are constantly changing
our perception of our world and ourselves.

«Inferno» by Bill Vorn & Philippe-Louis Demers
Photo: Magalie Fonteneau

If we have arrived here today, in time and space, as a consequence of life
having arisen by chance, as a beautiful accident, then is this still an
accident happening, only now with us as its designers? In our apparent
urge to reinvent ourselves, the trajectory itself seems just as interesting.
The fifth Trondheim biennale, Meta.Morf 2018 – A Beautiful Accident
– has the ambition to present for a broader audience art projects, conferences and concerts from international artists, musicians, writers and
researchers with an interest in Speculative Design and Futures.
Are we prepared for being thrown out of Tellus’ cockpit as a product of our
innovative nature? Seated in economy class, sipping on Piña Coladas,
listening to the Beach Boys while blissfully sailing into the ultimate sunset?

Supported by
The Arts Council Norway, Trondheim Municipality,
Sør-Trøndelag County Authority, PNEK
��

www.teks.no / www.metamorf.no
Director: Espen Gangvik
E-mail: teks@teks.no
Post:
TEKS, PB 2227 Sentrum, 7412 Trondheim, Norway
Visit:
Nedre Bakklandet 20C, Trondheim
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VANDALER
FORENING

is an artist-run-space which organises, conducts
and facilitates art events with a special focus on
experimental, time-based, collaborative and collective
practices in relation to landscape and public space.

Licking-Staircase-Knowledge-Production, a one hour performance
by Camilla Dahl International at the Winter Solstice 2018:
Confusion of Tongues, engaging 10 participants.
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VANDALER FORENING

Vandaler forening aims to organize events that are important and
have the capacity to enrich our understand of the world.

Since opening our space in 2015, we welcomed exhibitions, performances,
concerts, theatre pieces, dance, talks, meetings and screenings with artists
and cultural workers from all over the place.

Program 2018
• January–February: Facilitating Spikersuppa Lydgalleri, organised and 		
curated by Andreas Hald Oxenvad http://www.spikersuppalydgalleri.no
• March: From Dusk Till Dawn Pnek/Solstice Art Prize
• 21–22.04: Oslo Open with Exhibition, performance and sound
workshops for children
• June: 8 days performance program Human Scarecrows 3.0
at Flatbread Society (Losæter/Sørenga)
• September/October: Algeria (Extract of Perfumes)

Human Scarecrows 8 days performance festival at Flatbread Society.
Performance by BolWerk/Marthe van Dessel

• December: Winter Solstice Night Exhibition 2018
Vandaler forening is collectively generated and aims to offer space for
spontaneous projects and endeavours. If you want to take part in our
activities or need a short term space, get in touch!

Partners and collaborators since 2015
First Supper Symposium (FSS), Notam, Cinemateket i Oslo, Greenpeace Volunteer
Group, Losæter/Flatbread Society, Khartoum Contemporary Art Centre, Café
Provence, Algerian Embassy of Oslo, Edge of Wrong (SA/NO), Carnival Union,
Box24 (artist-run-space in Algiers, DZ), Spikersuppa Lydgalleri, Arctic Art Forum,
PNEK and the Vandals Trusted Community.

vandaler.forening@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/vandalerforening/
www.vandalerforening.org
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Lydjakt outdoor children’s workshop with sounds, music and field recordings
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FRIENDLY LOCAL
STRUCTURES OUTSIDE PNEK
0047 (Oslo) www.0047.0rg

Momentum (Moss) www.momentum.no

All Ears (Oslo) www.all-ears.no

NABROAD (London) www.nabroad.org

Arts Council Norway www.kulturrad.no

Nebbelux (Fredrikstad) www.nebbelux.no

Bergen Kjøtt (Bergen) www.bergenkjott.no

NuArt/Numusic (Stavanger) www.numusic.no

Black Box Teater (Oslo) www.blackbox.no

Ny Musikk (9 cities) www.nymusikk.no

Borealis (Bergen) www.borealisfestival.no

OCA (Office for Contemporary Art) www.oca.no

Dark Ecology (Kirkenes/Nikel) www.darkecology.net

Pikene på Broen (Kirkenes) www.pikene.no

Ekko (Bergen) www.ekko.no

Prosjektrom Normanns (Stavanger) www.prosjektromnormanns.com

Fellesverkstedet (Oslo) www.fellesverkstedet.no

Punkt (Kristiansand) www.punktfestival.no

Flaggfabrikken (Bergen) www.flaggfabrikken.net

Screen Festival (Oslo) www.screenfestival.no

Hausmania (Oslo) www.hausmania.org

Senter for Samtidskunst (Trondheim) www.samtidskunst.no

Henie-Onstad Art Center (Oslo) www.hok.no

Short Film Festival (Grimstad) www.kortfilmfestivalen.no

Imir (Stavanger) www.imirscenekunst.no

The Dream That Kicks www.gregpope.org/the-dream-that-kicks

Insomnia (Tromsø) www.insomniafestival.no

Tou Scene (Stavanger) www.touscene.com

Kinokino (Sandnes) www.kinokino.no

U.F.O. (Oslo) www.ufoguide.no

Kunstbanken (Hamar) www.kunstbanken.no

UKS (Oslo) www.uks.no

Kunsthall Grenland (Porsgrunn) www.kunsthallgrenland.no

Ultima (Oslo) www.ultima.no

Kunsthall Oslo www.kunsthalloslo.no

Underskog www.underskog.no

Kunstnernes Hus (Oslo) www.kunstnerneshus.no
Kurant (Tromsø) www.kurant.cc
Meteor (Bergen) www.bit-teatergarasjen.no

��

Funding

Festival

Guide/what’s on

Space/place

��

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATORS
AND FRIENDLY STRUCTURES
Aalborg University (Denmark) www.aau.dk

Music, Technology and Innovation Research Centre,

Anti (Kuopio, Finland) www.antifestival.com

De Montfort University (Leicester, UK) www.dmu.ac.uk

Audiorama (Stockholm, Sweden) www.audiorama.se

Oberlin Conservatory of Music (Ohio, US) www.home.oberlin.edu

BiologiGaragen (Copenhagen, Denmark) www.biologigaragen.org

OPEN Source Art Festival (Gdansk, Poland)

BioNyfiken (Stockholm, Sweden) www.bionyfiken.se

www.opensourceart.blogspot.no

CIANT (Prague, Czech Republic) www.ciant.cz
Citilab (Cornellà, Spain) www.citilab.eu/en
Dock (Berlin, Germany) www.dock-berlin.de
EMS (Stockholm, Sweden) www.elektronmusikstudion.se
Finnish Bioart Society (Helsinki, Finland) www.bioartsociety.fi
Forum Box (Helsinki, Finland) www.forumbox.fi
Fredrich Chopin-instituttet (Warsaw, Poland) www.chopin.nifc.pl
Furtherfield (London, UK) www.furtherfield.org
Gallery Skolska28 (Prague, Czech Republic) www.skolska28.cz
GMEA (Albi, France) www.gmea.net
GRM (France) www.inagrm.com
EM Graz (Graz, Austria) www.iem.kug.ac.at
Ircam (Paris, France) www.ircam.fr
IT University (Copenhagen, Denmark) www.en.itu.dk
Kontejner (Zagreb, Croatia) www.kontejner.org
Kunsthall Nicolai (Copenhagen, Denmark) www.nikolajkunsthal.dk
Laznia CCA (Gdansk, Poland) www.laznia.pl
Liepaja City Council (Liepaja, Latvia)
LornaLAB (Reykjavík, Island) www.lornalab.is

Planetary Collegium, Plymouth University (Plymouth, UK)
www.plymouth.ac.uk

Platform4 (Aalborg, Denmark) www.platform4.dk
Public Art Lab (Berlin, Germany) www.publicartlab-berlin.de
RIXC (Riga, Latvia) www.rixc.org
Seconde Nature (Aix-en-Provence, France) www.secondenature.org
Sedition (London, UK) www.seditionart.com
Skaftfell Center for Visual Art (Seydisfjordur, Iceland)
www.skaftfell.is

Sonic Acts (Amsterdam, Netherlands) www.sonicacts.com
Spazioersetti (Udine, Italy) www.spazioersetti.it
Steim (Amsterdam, Netherlands) www.steim.org
Studio Daan Roosegaarde (Rotterdam, Netherlands)
www.studioroosegaarde.net

Superact (Sommerset, UK) www.superact.org.uk
Symbiotica, University of Western Australia (Perth, Australia) www.
symbiotica.uwa.edu.au

Transmediale/CTM (Berlin, Germany) www.ctm-festival.de
V2_ (Rotterdam, Netherlands) www.v2.nl
ZKM (Germany) www.zkm.de

Festival

��

Gallery/center/institution

��
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